The Kindness Advantage: Cultivating Compassionate
and Connected Children with Author Dale Atkins, PhD
Join Dale V. Atkins, PhD, in a discussion of her book, The Kindness Advantage: Cultivating
Compassionate and Connected Children (co-authored with Amanda Salzhauer). In homes
and communities nationwide, there is re-energized interest in the values of
community, compassion, tolerance and in finding our way to a kinder culture.
The Kindness Advantage offers inspiration and activities to encourage empathy, inspire
a culture of compassion and connection, and empower adults and children to make a
difference in their community. This presentation is for anyone interested in
encouraging compassion and kindness in children, families and communities.

WHEN:

Tuesday, April 30 at 7 p.m.
Dinner will be served

WHERE:

6300 Wilshire Blvd Ste. 700
Los Angeles, CA 90048
Please park in the lot just west of our building

RSVP:

By Friday, April 26
to marissa@jsffinancial.com / 323.866.0833

ABOUT DALE ATKINS
Dale V. Atkins, PhD is a recurring guest psychologist in the media and an international
public speaker. She is a licensed psychologist with more than forty years of experience as a
relationship expert focusing on families, wellness, managing stress, and living a balanced,
meaningful life. The Kindness Advantage is her 7th book, co-authored with her niece and
social worker, Amanda Salzhauer.

Information presented in this seminar was prepared by Dale Atkins. Dale Atkins is not an affiliate of JSF Financial, LLC or Mid Atlantic Capital Corporation. JSF
Financial, LLC and Mid Atlantic Capital Corporation do not promote or endorse the opinions and/or information presented by Dale Atkins. The opinions expressed
in this seminar are not necessarily those held by JSF Financial, LLC and Mid Atlantic Capital, its affiliates or subsidiaries.
Securities are offered through Mid Atlantic Capital Corporation ("MACC") a registered broker dealer, Member FINRA/SIPC. Financial advice is offered through JSF
Financial, LLC, A Registered Investment Adviser. JSF Financial, LLC is not a subsidiary or control affiliate of MACC.

